
EO/IR Gimbal Market Size to Hit $1.50 Billion
by 2027 at 13.9% CAGR

EO/IR Gimbal Market

PORTLAND, OREGON, UNITED STATES,

October 16, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --

According to the report published by

Allied Market Research, the global

EO/IR gimbal market generated

$533.20 billion in 2019, and is

estimated to reach $1.50 billion by

2027, registering a CAGR of 13.9% from

2020 to 2027. The report offers an

extensive analysis of changing market

dynamics, key winning strategies,

business performance, major

segments, and competitive scenarios.

Increasing demand for survillience systems, and drones for leisure purposes drives the growth of

the global EO/IR gimbal market. The U.S. is expected to grow at the highest CAGR of 14.9% from

2020 to 2027. The demand for EO/IR gimbal is expected to decline for photography equipment

during the pandemic as there has been decrease in demand for photography services.

Download PDF Sample with Industry Insights: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-

sample/6648

Covid-19 scenario:

•	Major EO/IR gimbal manufactrurers across the globe have halted their production activities

due to disrupted supply chain amid lockdown due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

•	The demand for EO/IR gimbal is expected to decline for photography equipment during the

pandemic as there has been decrease in demand for photography services.

•	In addition, amid growing military tension between the developing nations such as China  and

India, there has been increase in demand for intelligent survillence systems to be deployed on

border areas to track the enemy movement. Due to this, the demand for EO/IR gimbal is

anticipated to surge.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/6648
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/6648


The report offers a detailed segmentation of the global EO/IR gimbal market based on product

type, end-use, and region.

Based on product type, the 3-Axis EO/IR gimbals segment contributed to the largest share in

2019, accounting for more than half of the total share, and is estimated to maintain its dominant

position during the forecast period. In addition, it is estimated to portray the highest CAGR of

17.5% during the forecast period.

Get detailed COVID-19 impact analysis on the Eo/ir Gimbal Market:

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-for-customization/6648?reqfor=covid

Based on end-use, the defense segment accounted for the largest share in 2019, holding nearly

one-third of the total share, and is expected to maintain the largest share throughout the

forecast period. However, the UAV/UAS segment is expected to register the highest CAGR of

19.4% from 2020 to 2027.

Based on region, the U.S. is expected to grow at the highest CAGR of 14.9% from 2020 to 2027.

However, rest of the world contributed the highest share, accounting for nearly three-fifths of

the total market share in 2019, and will maintain its dominance throughout the forecast period.

Leading market players analyzed in the research include Controp Precision Technologies Ltd.,

Leonardo DRS, Ascent Vision Technologies LLC, L3Harris Wescam, Lockheed Martin, FLIR

Systems, Inc., I2Tech, PVP Advanced EO Systems, Ukrspecsystems, AeroVironment, Inc., Merio,

and Zhiyun.

Request for Custom Research: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-for-

customization/6648

Key Benefits For Stakeholders

•	This study comprises analytical depiction of the global EO/IR Gimbal market size along with the

current EO/IR Gimbal market trends and future estimations to depict the imminent investment

pockets.

•	The overall EO/IR Gimbal market analysis is determined to understand the profitable trends to

gain a stronger foothold.

•	The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities with a

detailed impact analysis.

•	The current EO/IR Gimbal market forecast is quantitatively analyzed from 2019 to 2027 to

benchmark the financial competency.

•	Porter’s five forces analysis illustrates the potency of the buyers and suppliers in the EO/IR

Gimbal market.

 

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-for-customization/6648?reqfor=covid
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Eo/Ir Gimbal Market Segmentation

By Product Type

•	2-axis EO/IR gimbals

•	3-axis EO/IR gimbals

By End Use

•	UAV/UAS

•	Defense

•	Marine

•	Law Enforcement

•	Others

By Region

•	U.S.

•	Rest of the World

CHAPTER 1:INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 2:EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CHAPTER 3:MARKET OVERVIEW

CHAPTER 4:EO/IR GIMBALS MARKET, BY PRODUCT TYPE

CHAPTER 5:EO/IR GIMBALS MARKET, BY END USE

CHAPTER 6:EO/IR GIMBALS MARKET, BY REGION

CHAPTER 7:COMPANY PROFILES

Access Report Summary: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/eo-ir-gimbal-market-A06283

Related Reports:

Professional 3D Camera Market Size, Share and Trends | Forecast 2020-2027

Embedded Multimedia Card (eMMC) Market Size, Share & Analysis 2020-2027

Memristor Market Size, Share and Trends | Industry Opportunity by 2020-2027

About Us:

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market

Research Reports" and "Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to provide

business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/eo-ir-gimbal-market-A06283
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/APAC-professional-3d-camera-market
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/embedded-multimedia-card-eMMC-market
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/memristor-market


achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domain.

We are in professional corporate relations with various companies and this helps us in digging

out market data that helps us generate accurate research data tables and confirms utmost

accuracy in our market forecasting. Each and every data presented in the reports published by

us is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from leading companies of domain

concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology includes deep online and offline

research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and analysts in the industry.

Contact:

David Correa

5933 NE Win Sivers Drive

#205, Portland, OR 97220

United States

USA/Canada (Toll Free): 

+1-800-792-5285, +1-503-894-6022, +1-503-446-1141

UK: +44-845-528-1300

Hong Kong: +852-301-84916

India (Pune): +91-20-66346060

Fax: +1(855)550-5975

help@alliedmarketresearch.com

Web: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com
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